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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT:

Until now, Han’s emphasis has been on building
content targeted to the community’s input and is
looking
forward to working on a live, real-time
.

Successful communities require careful planning,

As she talked with her interviewees and reached

but in today’s “agile” world, it is important to

out to colleagues for case studies (there are

design a community with strong input and

currently 15 of them on the site), Han developed a

continual feedback from a staunch community

solid network of core users -- people she would

core. That’s how Hye Jung Han went about

go back to at many intervals to ask to test the site

BUILDing Data for Children, one of UNICEF’s

as it came together.

community experience on Yammer. Han and her

colleagues in the Data for Children group use
Yammer as a channel for publishing
announcements, news about webinars, and so on;
there are currently almost 200 members. Building
engagement in Yammer is in Han’s work plan for
the next month. She sees the greatest challenge

newest communities. When she began working at
DRP early in 2017, Han knew that she needed to

Data for Children follows the established BUILD

build the community around a SharePoint site that

model of integrating webinars, a Yammer group

would showcase the importance of using data to

for dialogue, and the SharePoint library as an

drive better results for children and would provide

integrated experience for community members.

ample access to tools, frameworks, and examples

Han’s U+I element includes a strong focus on

to enable specialists around the world to learn

getting user input to drive the development of

from each other.

content for the site and providing feedback on the
team’s progress. She uses “pulse check” surveys

While she familiarized herself with SharePoint and

for feedback but also to get ideas on and prioritize

started building the Data for Children site, Han

work that needs to be done. And, she has just

interviewed nearly 60 staff members around the

published the first newsletter, a mobile-friendly

globe asking them what they most needed to

email that summarizes the status of work in

achieve successful data capture, analysis, and

progress, highlights recently added case studies,

presentation projects. In addition to providing

and publishes announcement about timely

guidance about “getting started with data projects”

opportunities. Han also maintains an email list to

and links to existing data sets, the site reflects

broadcast announcements and to publish the

what Han learned in her conversations.

newsletter.

in creating vibrant online community spaces is to
ensure sufficient trust for people to be
comfortable asking questions and to be confident
that if they do ask a question, it will be answered.
Han and the team have already made and
maintained a commitment to the community to
respond to every question within 48 hours (except

when they are all duty travel!).
The positive feedback that Han has received
about the site as well as her inclusive style of
community management indicate that Data for
Children is well on the way to successful
engagement strategies.
Want to Connect? Want to know more about Data
for Children? Visit the Site, or contact Han
(hhan@unicef.org).
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COMMUNITY MATURITY
A SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL
FOR COMMUNITY MANAGERS

RESULTS OF COMMUNITY
MANAGERS SURVEY

In our last newsletter, we hinted at an upcoming

In May of this year, LKE surveyed UNICEF staff

management support is viewed as a critical

tool for community managers to assess the

who are responsible for maintaining, supporting,

success factor in establishing and maintaining

current maturity state of their Yammer community

and curating Yammer groups. The survey went out

robust online communities. It is clear that we must

and receive suggestions for actions to move to

to 104 people; 30 responses were received

make the case for online communities,

the next maturity level. That tool -- the UNICEF

representing 26 unique communities. Our goals

demonstrating the benefits to UNICEF and its

Community Scorecard -- is now available in beta

for the survey were to get a baseline of the

work for children, to obtain enthusiastic support

form, as a spreadsheet, and has been reviewed

current state of communities in UNICEF,

that will bring more people and increased

by a number of community managers. Using the

community goals and perceived levels of success;

engagement into the communities.

Community Roundtable’s community maturity

and also to understand better the role of

model, a community manager or team reviews

community management in UNICEF and the

descriptions of four maturity levels in each of 10

challenges of community management.

The most significant challenge for communities in
UNICEF is to gain sponsorship by senior leaders
. in

the organization. In all external benchmarks,

The full report is available on the BUILD website.

categories. After a user completes a self-rating

exercise, the tool provides a printable page of

Given a scale of 1 to 10 to rate how well the

actions to take and a spider diagram comparing

community is meeting its goals, 60% rated their

their scores with benchmark communities,

communities at a level of 6 or higher. However,

including UNICEF.

only 22% indicated that a high level of
engagement and interaction occurs without their

We hope to get this tool online and integrated with

own regular prompting or posting information.

the Community Manager Playbook by the end of
the year. Meanwhile, if you are interested in

Increasing engagement -- making community an

taking the tool for a test run, please contact Paola

active part of a staff member’s daily routine --

(pstorchi@unicef.org).

takes thought and careful planning. However very
few community managers spend more than 4
hours a week on community management tasks,
and little more than half report that their work on
the community is included in their job descriptions
or in their performance evaluations.
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+ YA M M E R S TAT I S T I C S [ A U G U S T 2 0 1 7 ]

The LKE team is exploring more
sophisticated tools for quantitative
measurement of community growth,
engagement, and relationships.

Members

3,611
Members were engaged.
This represents

Meanwhile, we continue to
demonstrate strong adoption with
our basic Yammer growth statistics.

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT

21.9%

growth over the last period.

262 New Members
11.041 Total Members
460 Total Groups
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COMMUNITY MANAGERS’ TIP:
THE ANATOMY OF A GOOD
COMMUNITY POST

OUTSIDE IN: KM ADVICE FROM STAN GARFIELD
.

Fostering engagement in an online community

Stan Garfield, recently of Deloitte Consulting, has

Stan enjoys making lists ("Identify the Top 3

hinges on the ability to craft a good post -- one

been worked in knowledge management since the

Objectives," "Provide 9 Answers," "Obtain the

that brings people in, encourages a response, and

earliest days that "KM" was identified as a field of

10 Commitments,' "30 Knowledge Management

builds trust in the community. Our community

practice. Along the way, he has collected,

Insights") and has been known to revel in

strategist, Carrie Basham Young, has put

curated, and communicated the collective wisdom

creating acronyms. One of his best is

together a BUILDing guide: BUILDing a Good

of his many colleagues and contacts in knowledge

SAFARIS: Recommended uses for an

Message in Yammer. In this short presentation,

management around the world. This past week,

Enterprise Social Network (e.g. Yammer).

Carrie shows five examples of powerful posts and

he published his second book, Proven Practices

summarizes the key elements that make them

for Promoting a Knowledge Management Program

engaging, useful, and interesting:

(Amazon).

• Use data: what country? How many children?

Like his earlier book, Implementing a Successful

How many supplies?

• @mention other staff members who are on the
team
• Thank people who helped (again, using
@mentions)

Knowledge Management Program, this new work

is structured for easy access to the many tips,
hints, and recipes for success that he has
compiled over 25 years. The Chapter titles are
themselves a bit of a guide:
©2014 Deloitte Global Services Limited

• Use hashtags to improve searchability

1. Define the Essentials

• Use images to add visual impact

2. Lay the Foundation

You can find more detail on Stan’s books and ideas on

• Tell a story

3. Obtain Leadership Commitment

his site on Quora: stangarfield.quora.com. Harnessing the

• Use a poll with choices

4. Educate

power of evidence and knowledge is central to UNICEF’s

• Ask a question

5. Communicate

adaptation and evolution. Designing a sound knowledge

6. Seek Outside Help

management strategy is currently a priority for both

To see the examples and get more tips, see

7. Build a Team

UNICEF and our UN partners. This book brings Stan’s

Carrie’s presentation.

8. Embrace Technology Appropriately

practical insights into a strong synthesis, penetrating to

9. Nurture a Knowledge-Sharing Culture

the heart of value creation with detailed case studies,

10.Recognize and Reward

including from Microsoft and NASA.

+ I N S P I R AT I O N

THE HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW ON
COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP
Collaborative leadership entails playing a global connector role both face-to-face
and digitally: linking people, ideas, and resources that wouldn’t normally bump
into one another – connecting the world outside to people inside the
organization which encourages staff to be more externally focused. It implies the
ability to bring together people from different backgrounds, disciplines, cultures,
and generations and leverage all they have to offer. It’s not enough for leaders to
spot collaborative opportunities: they must also set the tone by being good
collaborators themselves. To get all the players to work together effectively, they
also need to know when to wield influence rather than authority to move things
forward, when to halt unproductive discussions, and when to make final calls.
Collaborative leaders are catalysts for the creation of a more open and
empowered culture in the organization.

—Harvard Business Review, 2011, “Are You a Collaborative Leader?”
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HOT TOPIC: COMMUNITY KPIS IN THE
STRATEGIC PLAN
As part of our commitment to ongoing evaluation of the growth and effectiveness of online
communities in UNICEF, we are working to strengthen our ability to uncover data, patterns and
insights from Yammer; this data is necessary to take community-building to the next level and align our
work more broadly with UNICEF strategies and priorities.

As UNICEF’s Strategic Plan for 2018-21 goes into place, we thought it would be a good time to share
two KPI (key performance indicators) that pertain to the use of our knowledge systems, including
Yammer. In Section E4b, “Strengthen internal and external collaboration through effective use of
technology,” we have two indicators. The qualitative indicator is the average number of staff who use
the internal knowledge platform. The baseline value, 60%, is based on current Yammer statistics of
active users, with a target of 100% in 2021. The qualitative indicator is based on survey data: the

average proportion of staff who state that the use of the knowledge system has added value to their
work. In our online communities survey in October of 2016, 44% of respondents indicated that they
have benefitted in some way from using Yammer. The 2021 target for this KPI is 70%.
Are there other measures you look at -- quantitative and qualitative -- when you think about your
communities? What kinds of measures would be most useful to you? What measures do you think
should be tracked through our system? Respond to this Hot Topic in this Yammer post.

Thank you! As always, your thoughts, questions, and opinions are always welcome at
KnowledgeExchange@unicef.org
Visit our BUILD website where you can find key resources on Community management at UNICEF
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